
Particulate I and Br concentrations at Pole Station
are about 50 percent of their value at McMurdo,
while the Cl concentration is at least a factor of 20
lower at Pole than at McMurdo. This suggests that
I and Br are found in smaller particles with a longer
residence time than Cl, as suggested by Duce et al.
(1967) for samples collected in Hawaii. All particu-
late halogen concentrations are considerably below
those found in Hawaii. Gaseous iodine and bromine
levels are similar at both Pole and McMurdo Stations,
indicating a long residence time for these gases in the
relatively particle-free antarctic atmosphere. Con-
centrations of both elements are a factor of 5 to 6
lower than in similar samples collected in the tropical
marine atmosphere in Hawaii.

Particulate halogen concentrations at McMurdo
vary considerably with wind speed and direction, and
there is evidence that the station produces particulate
and perhaps gaseous halogen pollution products. This
indicates a need for automatic control of pump opera-
tion depending upon wind speed and direction in any
future sampling in Antarctica.
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Preliminary results indicate that the region north
of "Second Crater" (3 km north of McMurdo Sta-
tion) offers substantially reduced radio-frequency
noise levels compared to sites closer to McMurdo
Station and Scott Base.

Other research projects
active during the 1970-1971 summer

Bioenergetics of an antarctic ecosystem. University
of California (Davis). Principal investigator: Frapk
E. Strong.

Chlorinated hydrocarbons: patterns and effects
upon the reproductive capacity of antarctic pelagic
sea birds. University of California (Davis). Principal
investigator: Harold S. Olcott.

Physiological ecology of cryophilic algae in Antarc-
tica. Oregon State University. Principal investigator:
Herbert C. Curl, Jr.

USARP personnel, 1970-1971
Electromagnetic noise survey

on Ross Island
MICHAEL J. SITES

Center for Radar Astronomy
Stanford Electronics Laboratories

During the early part of November 1970, Dr.
George Stuart of the New Zealand Department of
Scientific and Industrial Research and Dr. Michael
Sites of Stanford University made measurements of
the electromagnetic noise environment at selected
locations around McMurdo Station and Scott Base.
Measurements were taken in the VLF region and in
the 150-kHz to 32.0-MHz region in order to find a
site that might be suitable for sensitive receiving
equipment.

This list of field personnel comprises United States
Antarctic Research Program scientists, their assistants, and
program administrators who have worked this season in
Antarctica, on the subantarctic Kerguelen and Falkland
Islands, and at USARP headquarters in Christchurch, New
Zealand. Those who worked at more than one location are
listed under their principal location only. Not listed are
persons aboard U.S. vessels that operated south of 60°S.
but did not call at antarctic stations.

Summer 1970-1971

Alpha Helix, R/V

Green, David G., biology, State University of New York
Hammel, Harold T., biology, University of California,

San Diego
Hargens, Alan R., biology, University of California,

San Diego
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